March 16, 2014

Dear John,

This letter confirms WNYC’s intention to broadcast and publish on our website two upcoming stories by Feet in 2 Worlds as well as an interactive map that are part of the debut issue of the Feet in 2 Worlds online magazine. The stories are about Colombian immigrants investing in retirement homes in Colombia and recent changes in the DREAMer movement. The interactive map will compare housing prices in New York City neighborhoods where there are large immigrant populations and the countries where those immigrants come from.

In addition to broadcasting and publishing these stories, WNYC agrees to coordinate publication with Feet in 2 Worlds, use social media to promote the stories, and give The Media Consortium Metrics Impact Study analytics information from WNYC’s website about the stories.

Sincerely yours,

Karen Frillmann

Enterprise Editor 
WNYC New York Public Radio
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